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Executive Summary
Who-Is-Who of Energy Startups
There is a voracious appetite for decentralization in the energy sector, encouraged by a
global push for an energy transition towards decarbonized and democratized energy market (Energiewende), including the challenging integration of distributed, renewable energy
resources. Blockchain technology is perceived as one of key enablers of this transition, and
we here present the 41 pioneers developing blockchain-based energy applications, who will
demonstrate their achievements at the Second Global Summit of Blockchain in the Energy
Sector, EventHorizon 2018.
Just one year after the first EventHorizon energy blockchain summit, the ecosystem has
grown exponentially, working to optimize and disrupt every ramification of the energy sector. The Energy Web Foundation has become operational, today affiliated with over 50 global energy corporations and innovative startups and launching the first energy industry open
source blockchain as a testnet in November 2017.
So who are today’s leading energy blockchain startups? Here are some facts and figures,
followed by individual company profiles of EventHorizon 2018 startups:
Europe is still the dominant location of energy blockchain innovators, hosting 25 of 41 startups, followed by North America (8), Singapore (3) and Russia (2) as well as one representative each from Australia, Israel, and South Africa.
The early stage of energy blockchain innovation is confirmed by each company’s year of
establishment: 85% of the startups have been active only since 2015, and 19 out of 41
(46%) were founded between 2017 and 2018. As a consequence, they are generally small
companies, with most startups employing between 5 and 10 people (39%).

Sart-ups Founding Year
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The energy blockchain startups are exploring a wide spectrum of applications, but most
specialize in three fields: a) Peer-to-peer (P2P) trading and distributed generation of energy
(26 out of 41), b) Renewable energy integration (23) and c) Demand response (20).

Blockchain Use Cases

Out of all respondents pitching at EventHorizon 2018, 39% have already launched their product, 29% aim to launch it later this year, and another 12% in 2019.

The sector has also seen an evolution in terms of the core technology used to develop and
deploy energy dApps. Among the 41 startups presenting at EventHorizon 2018, 17 use the
Ethereum mainnet and 9 a private Ethereum chain. The Energy Web Chain, five months after
the release of its test network Tobalaba, already aggregates more than a fifth of all users (9
out of 41). This confirms the predilection of the community for Ethereum based solutions,
deployed by 68.3% of energy blockchain startups. A smaller portion, (4 out of 41) of the
startups, use their own blockchain. Hyperledger and Tendermint are used by 3 and 2 out of
41, respectively. BigchainDB, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash and Multichain aggregate the remaining
responses, with 4 out of 41 of the startups opting to remain technology agnostic for time
being.*
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Blockchain Currently Used

*Respondents using multiple chains are represented multiple times.

© Grid Singularity GmbH. The information presented in the company profiles has been provided by the
individual companies and we do not warranty for accuracy of that information. To avoid any conflict of
interest, Grid Singularity is not represented in this publication.
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Ampere Energy
www.ampere-energy.eu
Valencia, Spain; est. 2015
30 employees

Integrated Virtual Power Plant with Smart Energy Storage

Energy needs to be controlled, modulated and coordinated in real time in order to
implement several energy blockchain use cases in which artificial intelligence (AI)
has an important role. Thanks to broadband Internet connectivity, web APIs for AI engines have subsecond response times. This is excellent for predictive and prescriptive analytics but insufficient for real-time operations where milliseconds matter.

Chain used now
Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

Ampere Energy is a company based in Spain developing energy management sys-

network), Ethereum Private Chain,

tems. It is building all in one Smart Hybrid Energy Storage System which allows fast

Pylon Network

control of energy flow at the customer’s premisses, incorporating artificial intelligence “at the edge” and the blockchain node, which is integrated into a Virtual Power
Plant to provide flexibility. The technology creates a nexus of the real energy and the
digital world.

Chain used previously
Ethereum Private Chain

Main Shareholders
Vicente Lopez Ibor, Alexandre Díez, Nicholas Thompson Boyle, Ander Muelas

Areas of Operation
P2P Trading, Distributed Generation, Grid Management

Product Launch
/

Projects
/

Funding
/

IP
/
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Aurora Network
www.auroranetwork.co
San Francisco, USA; est. 2018
12 employees

Researching, developing, and deploying distributed ledger technologies that support environmental sustainability

Aurora Network is working with Constellation Labs to develop a blockchain based
platform built on a distributed mesh-network to seamlessly transact and monetize
the value streams generated from projects that support environmental sustainability.
We’re creating a portfolio of solutions and projects that collectively reduce carbon

Chain used now

emissions, enable clean blockchain mining, and mitigate climate change. The initial

Constellation DAG

focus will be on the development of bio-energy projects that capture and store carbon from the atmosphere, leading to a net reduction in carbon.

Chain used previously

When our portfolio of solutions is paired with a decentralized blockchain system and

/

a tokenized platform we will create value beyond clean energy. Blockchain enables
us to seamlessly connect technologies distributed around the world and creates a
unified portfolio of solutions. A tokenization model facilitates worldwide funding to
deploy solutions on a global scale to address global problems.

Main Shareholders
Constellation Labs

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Distributed Generation, Demand Response, Energy
Access, Big Data, Creating value beyond clean electrons

Product Launch
2018

Projects
/

Funding
Seed capital from Constellation Labs, ICO planned

IP
/
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Blocklab
www.blocklab.nl
Rotterdam, Netherlands; est. 2017
5 employees

Contributing to a transactive grid by providing key elements like pricing
and secure machine-to-machine transactions

Blocklab puts blockchain technology into practice. Rooted in the Port and the City
of Rotterdam we develop use cases with alliances of engineers, developers, system
players and end users. Our focus is on energy and logistics – the first being Rotterdam’s biggest challenge, the latter our greatest strength. Blocklab is a subsidiary of
the Port of Rotterdam, backed by a.o. Delft University of Technology. Current energy

Chain used now

portfolio includes: four prototypes on heat, offshore wind, smart meters and proof

Several

of origin about to be launched; development of an interoperable, IoT connected lab
environment; first experiment on new pricing mechanisms.

Chain used previously
Several

Main Shareholders
Port of Rotterdam

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation,
News&Research, Metering, IoT Service, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2-4 PoCs a year

Projects
Initiated 5; completed 0.

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
/
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Centbee
www.centbee.com
Johannesburg, South Africa; est. 2017
5 employees

A mobile wallet that makes it easy for users to pay for utilities with
cryptocurrency

Africans do not have access to digital payment methods. Cryptocurrency is a tool for
digital financial inclusion and Centbee Wallet facilitates its use.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Bitcoin Cash

Lorien Gamaroff and Angus Brown

Chain used previously

Area of Operation

Bitcoin Core

Energy Access

Product Launch
2018

Projects
/

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
Proprietary
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Conjoule GmbH
www.conjoule.de
Essen, Germany; est. 2017
12 employees

A platform connecting energy buyers and sellers in a local energy
market place

Customers want to know the source of their green energy. They are seeking a simple
solution with increased transparency to support their choices in buying, selling and
investing in energy.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Private Chain

TEPCO, Innogy Innovation Hub

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

Ethereum Private Chain

Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed Generation,
Metering

Product Launch
2018

Projects
3

Funding
Venture capital funding

IP
Undisclosed
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Daisee
www.daisee.org
Lyon, France; est. 2016

Building a non-standard distributed autonomous laboratory dedicated
to energy transition complexity through the prism of data and infromation infrastructures

We have the intuition that the world of tomorrow will be a little more complex than
the one we know today (with a multiplication of uncertainties about the behavior of
communities and networks). As a consequence, we think that decentralization and/
or distribution of data processing power could allow all the stakeholders of energy
transition to gain room for manoeuvre. In that perspective, DAISEE - as a research

Chain used now

program - is supporting a first batch of ventures (Prats’EnR, Urban Solar Energy) to

Ethereum, IExec Ethereum base

design and experiment with energy (crypto-token-based) data processing infrastruc-

blockchain

tures.

Chain used previously
Ethereum Private Chain

Main Shareholders
The DAISEE Community

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed Generation, News&Research, Metering, Demand Response, Grid Management, Energy Access

Product Launch
/

Projects
/

Funding
/

IP
/
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DAO IPCI
www.ipci.io
Moscow, Russia; est. 2016
10 employees

Delivering blockchain infrastructure for the global green finance market

DAO IPCI provides digital blockchain infrastructure for the global green finance
markets resolving their main impediments to growth - lack of transparency, trust and
uniformity. DAO IPCI team pioneered the world’s first carbon credit transaction and
issuance in a public Ethereum blockchain and is now working on integration of smart
metering equipment to establish decentralized residential climate programs.

Chain used now
Ethereum Public Chain

Main Shareholders
Chain used previously

Anton Galenovich; Alexey Shadrin; Sergei Lonshakov; Vecheslav Vecovtsev;Sergei Sitnikov

Ethereum Public Chain

Areas of Operation
Energy Asset Class, Distributed Generation, IoT Service, Energy Access, Green
assets issuance and trading

Product Launch
2016

Projects
5

Funding
Pre-sale completed, ICO planned for late 2018

IP
Open source BSD 3 for DAO IPCI protocol
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Drift Marketplace
www.joindrift.com
Seattle, USA; est. 2014
25 employees

Creating new marketplaces to expand energy decision-making power
for generators and consumers

We are seeing severe disconnects in our energy markets: between wholesale power
prices and return on investment, between renewable energy and access to funding,
and between energy users and their access to choices. Drift aims to bridge those
gaps, both through its role as an energy provider and distributed transmissions operator (d/ISO), and through its Futures Token Exchange (FTE) marketplace, which

Chain used now

allows power generators to quickly recoup investments and provides individual users

Ethereum Private Chain

ownership over their energy.

Chain used previously
Proprietary software

Main Shareholders
Undisclosed

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed
Generation, Metering, EV Charging, Demand Response, Grid Management, Energy Access,
Big Data

Product Launch
2017

Projects
6-9

Funding
$10 million +

IP
Open source
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ElectriCChain
www.electricchain.org
Andorra; est. 2016
3 employees

Assists solar power producers, solar companies and Affiliates to onboard solar installations to the SolarCoin Program

SolarCoin is an incentive for solar power producers. SolarCoins are granted at the
rate of 1SLR per MWh of solar power produced and available to any solar power producer. The Digital Asset aims to initiate and support the energy transition.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

SolarCoin Blockchain

Francois Sonnet, Luke Johnson

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

SolarCoin Blockchain

Renewable Energy, Incentive

Product Launch
2018

Projects
11000 solar installations connected and wallets distributed

Funding
n/a, no ICO planned

IP
Open source
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Electrify Asia Pte Ltd
www.electrify.asia
Singapore; est. 2017
13 employees

Overarching web and mobile platform providing homeowners an avenue
to browse and purchase electricity from a retailer or small-scale energy
producers

ELECTRIFY’s existing marketplace business model will be transformed into the
ELECTRIFY Marketplace 2.0, ensuring a legitimate use case for the ELEC token. With
the upcoming liberalisation of the energy market across Asia, Marketplace 2.0 will
be enhanced to host retail electricity smart contracts and provide homeowners an
avenue to browse and purchase electricity from a retailer or small-scale energy pro-

Chain used now

ducers. Synergy, a P2P platform hosted within Marketplace 2.0, will connect many

Ethereum Public Chain

small-scale energy producers and consumers, ensure price certainty and cut out the
middleman. Synergy will allow the ELECTRIFY to rapidly expand into other geogra-

Chain used previously

phies, using the P2P platform to promote an active energy ecosystem, with reduced

/

transaction costs, more savings for consumers and margins for retailers. We will
enable meaningful participation for small producers in energy markets through P2P
transactions, offering modular architecture for easy integration into existing infrastructure beyond microgrids, and bringing transparency and accountability to the
market.

Main Shareholders
Julius Tan and Martin Lim

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Metering, IoT Service, Grid Management,
Energy Access

Product Launch
2017

Projects
1

Funding
ICO Completed. USD$30 000 000

IP
Open source
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Electron
www.electron.org.uk
London, United Kingdom; est. 2015
22 employees

A wholesale marketplace for energy and flexibility services underpinned
by a DER asset registry

As energy markets strive to decarbonise globally, system and grid operators need
to take more balancing actions, address local constraints, interface with far more
numerous and diverse assets, and coordinate with one another. We have developed
a coordinating architecture that enables national and local grid operators, suppliers,
aggregators, large energy users and DER owners to interface with one another in a

Chain used now

single venue to i) manage trading conflicts; ii) vertically stack and share the value

Ethereum Private Chain; EWF

of non-rival trades; iii) verify asset attributes , and iv) recognise the full value for an

Affiliate

asset in a single venue. This project is developed in consortium with National Grid,
UKPN, NpG, Shell, EDF, Statkraft, Flexitricity, KiWi, Open Energi, Baringa and Pinsent
Masons.

Chain used previously

Main Shareholders

/

Management, Angels, TEPCO, etc.

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed
Generation, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2016/17

Projects
Flexibility Trading: 14,, Asset Registration: 20, P2P: 2

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
Software IP
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Energy Unlocked
www.energyunlocked.org
London, United Kingdom; est. 2015
5 employees

Creating favorable market conditions for energy startups

Energy today is wasteful. We combine innovation and advocacy to rapidly test new
business models to give citizens a role in optimizing energy systems.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Exergy

Undisclosed

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Demand
Response, Grid Management, Energy Access

Product Launch
/

Projects
/

Funding
/

IP
/
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Enervalis

NRGCoin
www.enervalis.com
Houthalen-Helchteren, Belgium; est. 2013
24 employees

A blockchain-based support policy for renewables.

Current support policies for renewables are costly, inadequate in offsetting non-renewable energy and do not scale to large number of prosumers. To mitigate our dependence on fossil fuels, new schemes to reward the production and consumption
of renewable (green) energy are required. Green energy needs to effectively offset
the consumption of grey energy, i.e. energy from mixed sources. The NRGcoin con-

Chain used now

cept supports the integration of renewable energy by incentivising its local produc-

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

tion and consumption within the low-voltage grid. It creates not only a more secure

network), Ethereum Private Chain

and transparent energy provisioning mechanism but also promotes a local ecosystem in which key stakeholders (prosumers, consumers, utilities and grid operators)
can mutually benefit from each other. Thus, NRGcoin helps increase the share of
renewable energy sources in the overall energy mix, enabling large energy autonomy
and self-sufficiency of local communities.

Chain used previously
Ethereum Private Chain

Main Shareholders
ABB, Elia, InnoEnergy, Nuhma, LRM

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Distributed Generation, News&Research, Metering, EV
Charging, Demand Response, Grid Management, Energy Access

Product Launch
2017

Projects
4

Funding
No ICO planned. Received public funding and sales revenue.

IP
Software IP co-ownership between Enervalis and Vrije Universiteit in Brussels. Hardware
IP ownership of Enervalis.
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Envion AG
www.envion.org
Baar, Switzerland; est. 2017
25 employees

Mobile Mining Units: decentralized blockchain infrastructure data
centers

We are turning crypto green and transforming the cost renewables industry over-capacities into incentives for the green energy transition.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Chain agnostic

Undisclosed

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Renewable Energy, Energy Access, Blockchain infrastructure/crypto mining

Product Launch
2018

Projects
/

Funding
$100 million ICO completed January 16th.

IP
/
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FlexiDAO
www.flexidao.com
Barcelona, Spain; est. 2017
6 employees

Distributed, low-cost, transparent control of small loads to balance the
grid and engage consumers

We tackle the high-cost and complexity of engaging electricity end-users and deliver
timely and reliable distributed flexibility to the grid. Our software is built on a hierarchical multi-agent IT architecture that combines edge computing, private blockchain
and market-based optimization algorithm to automate and streamline the process of
controlling large volumes of small electrical loads in order to reduce dramatically the

Chain used now

back-end costs, while ensuring data integrity and transparency for both consumers

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

and grid operators. Consequently, we can offer to grid operators flexible capacity

network)

at a competitive market price as well as reward end-users in real-time through a
token-based incentive and gamification scheme for allowing automated control of
their electrical assets.
The software controls the devices through a smart controller located on site. Partnerships are agreed with hardware manufacturers such as EVSEs, smart meters or

Chain used previously

smart devices in order to benefit from their channels and deploy the controller.

Ethereum Private Chain

Main Shareholders
Co-founders & EIT InnoEnergy

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Metering, EV Charging, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2019

Projects
We initiated one B2B pilot project

Funding
85000 EUR

IP
Proprietory
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Greeneum Net Limited
www.greeneum.net
Tel Aviv, Israel; est. 2017
10 employees

Targeted AI that precisely defines outliers by generating only the most
accurate proof-of-green energy available

We facilitate demand response and market predictions using targeted artificial intelligence and smart IoT for solar wind and clean energy farms.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Public Chain, Hyperledger,

Assaf Ben Or, Elya Dolev, Rodrigo Rappaport

Tendermint

Areas of Operation
Chain used previously

Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Metering, IoT Service,

Ethereum Public Chain, SolarCoin

Demand Response, Grid Management, Big Data, Energy Cyber

Product Launch
2018

Projects
5 B2B projects

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
Software and hardware freemium
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Helios Wire
www.helioswire.com
Vancouver, Canada; est. 2016
10 employees

Bringing blockchain to the entire world, with space-based IoT

We liberate the world’s data, then secure it in orbit. Helios is democratizing IoT to
make blockchain technology accessible, secure and affordable for small, medium,
and large organizations, worldwide. The IoT movement is already changing how the
world does business, as it ushers in the next industrial revolution. In our Helios system, two disruptive technologies — IoT and blockchain — are implemented at once, in

Chain used now

a combination that’s more powerful than the sum of their parts. Vertically integrated

N/A

and satellite-enabled, the Helios system allows for efficient and affordable monitoring, tracking, and messaging communications with as many as 5 billion devices,

Chain used previously

worldwide.

N/A

Main Shareholders
Undisclosed

Areas of Operation
IoT Service, Big Data

Product Launch
2018

Projects
/

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
/
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Hive Power
www.hivepower.tech
Lugano, Switzerland; est. 2017
7 employees

Provides anyone with the possibility to create and manage energy
communities on the Ethereum blockchain

Hive Power solves the coordination of the prosumers, reaching a solution that is both
good for them and for the energy utilities.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Public Chain

Gianluca Corbellini, Davide Rivola, Vasco Medici, Davide Strepparava, Lorenzo Nespoli

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

Ethereum Public Chain

Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Metering, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2018

Projects
1

Funding
ICO is starting on 23 April 2018

IP
Open source
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KiWi New Energy
www.kiwinewenergy.com
Plano, USA; est. 2017
15 employees

Blockchain-based green energy sharing platform that connects billions
of future energy consumers with millions of renewable project suppliers around the world

Current grid technology was developed in the late 19th century and it presents many
problems today. Presently, the grid is facing a multitude of challenges that can be
outlined in four categories. KiWi will clear the hurdles facing individuals by developing smart microgrid projects, which offer significant benefits that a traditional grid
cannot match, and this will reinvent our energy industry.

Chain used now
Ethereum Public Chain

Main Shareholders
Chain used previously

Founder and Co-Founders

/

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed
Generation, Metering, IoT Service, Demand Response, Grid Management, Energy Access,
Big Data

Product Launch
2017

Projects
Shipped our 100,000 units of our smart inverters across 30 countries and secured over
500 MW of solar power plant projects in the most promising markets in coming 5 years.

Funding
Apr/1~Apr/30, private sale, already received 3M USD investment so far, target to close
10M USD; May/15~Jun/15, pre-sale, target to close 15M USD; Jun/16~Jul/15, public sale,
target to close 15M USD.

IP
Granted 2 USD patents and 1 EU patent for Smart Inverter.
US 9525364 B2, US 20150109833 A1, and EU Smart Inverters patent no. 14853017.3
granted.
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Leap
www.leap.ac
San Francisco, USA; est. 2017
4 employees

One interface to the global energy markets

Leap DEX is a new distributed energy exchange that offers a unified trading platform
for distributed energy resources (DERs), such as solar PV, demand response, batteries, fuel cells and electric vehicles, and smart inverters. Participants are able to
trade energy with their peers, aggregate into virtual power plants, transact renewable
energy credits, or deliver demand response and grid services. All without the need for

Chain used now

formal integration, top down control, or the need for a centralized trusted third party.

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

Leap’s goal is to play a major role in decarbonizing the electricity mix and transition

network), Ethereum Public Chain

the current grid to be built on DERs to make a cleaner, more affordable and resilient
grid with sustainable access to energy for all. Leap’s unique open, hardware agnostic
platform turns connected buildings and electric vehicles into autonomous smart energy traders, providing extra income for participants while unlocking the benefits of a
truly resilient and transactive grid.

Chain used previously
/

Main Shareholders
Founders

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Distributed Generation, EV Charging, Demand Response

Product Launch
2018

Projects
2

Funding
Angel funded

IP
Open source
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M-PAYG
www.mpayg.com
Copenhagen, Denmark; est. 2015
10 employees

Delivers software & hardware allowing poor households in Africa to
buy solar energy using their mobile phone

African countries have remarkably low electrification rates down to 10%, with a rural
share of down to 1%. Modern energy services developed for off-grid regions, such as
solar lamps and SHS, while available on urban African markets, are difficult to purchase in remote areas due to poorly developed distribution networks. Further, high
upfront costs make them inaccessible to poor, unbanked households. Poor house-

Chain used now

holds living off-grid rely on low-quality lightning sources such as kerosene lamps

Ethereum Public Chain

and battery-powered torches which are bought at relatively high prices. Fuel-based
lightning, aside from being harmful to people’s health through polluting indoor air, is

Chain used previously

a highly inefficient lightning source, meaning that low-income households pay a high

/

proportion of their income for inferior energy services. For that reason M-PAYG has
introduced an IoT connected Solar Home System where rural households can pay for
access to energy using mobile money. The flexible payment plan makes the system
accessible and affordable.

Main Shareholders
Impact Invest Fund and Founders

Areas of Operation
Renewable Energy, Distributed Generation, IoT Service, Energy Access, Big Data

Product Launch
2016

Projects
Operational with 4 projects in 4 countries in East Africa

Funding
2M USD

IP
1. Software platform for monitoring solar home systems through IoT
2. IoT hardware solution integrated into a solar home system
3. Innovative payment platform
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OLI Systems
www.my-oli.com
Stuttgart, Germany; est. 2016
5 employees

Offer blockchain based solutions as a full service to utilities and other
stakeholders in the energy sector with a focus on hardware integration
and smart contract development

Currently, we are developing three different products:
OLI Label: This application is based on the “Origin” approach pursued by EWF and
tracks electricity from decentralized generation units to consumers in a way that is
known from itemized billing in the telecommunication sector.

Chain used now

OLI Manager: Based on direct connections between local assets such as PV panels,

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

storage batteries, heat pumps and CHP units and the OLI Box, microgrids can be

network), Ethereum Private Chain

administered via Blockchain and optimize the purchase and use of electricity via
execution of Smart Contracts.
OLI Balance: Inaccuracies in balancing group management due to complex processes and insufficient transparency in distribution grids lead to high financial losses, i.e.

Chain used previously

more than € 800 million in 2014 in Germany alone. OLI Balance implements meas-

Ethereum Private Chain

ures to improve forecasting, allow for demand side management and sets up a secondary P2P market for reducing deviations from the schedule.

Main Shareholders
Privatly owned by CEO and CTO

Areas of Operation
Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, IoT Service, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2017

Projects
3 projects initiated in 2017/2018

Funding
Private capital; ICO planned

IP
both hard- and software open source
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Omega Grid
www.omegagrid.com
Chicago, USA; est. 2017
10 employees

Private cybersecure distribution market

As the cost for solar, batteries and electric vehicles continues to drop, local generation is more economical compared to cost to deliver electricity over the transmission
systems. Omega Grid helps distribution utilities manage the financial aspects of all
the new energy resources on their grid. Omega Grid compliments DERMS platforms
with a blockchain based Financial Energy Resource Management System (FERMS).

Chain used now
Ethereum Public Chain, Private
Python Blockchain

Main Shareholders
Private

Chain used previously
Hyperledger

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Demand Response, Grid Management

Product Launch
2017

Projects
3

Funding
Private, ICO potential for 2018

IP
Software is licensed; Consumer marketplace will be released as open source
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Onder
Moscow, Russia; est. 2018
4 employees

Commonwealth enviroment for digital energy business

We develop non-profit blockchain platform to allow others to do commercial applications in digital energy in a safe, transparent, and interoperable way. We contribute to
equal access to secure, affordable and sustainable energy globally.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Public Chain

Founders: Rustam Gabitov, Sergey Ukustov, Grigoriy Melekhov, Sergey Rozhenko

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Grid Management, Energy Access

Product Launch
2018

Projects
1 B2B

Funding
Own funds; ICO planned

IP
Open source core; some proprietary services
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Positive Energy Community
www.positiveenergy.community
Singapore; est. 2017
5 employees

Enables decentralized energy projects to find investors
for growth in an evergreen community

With our SPREAD Business to Business social crowd-lending platform, we create
strong and resilient communities of investors and independent project developers
with a match-making mechanism, finding the best debt and equity financing conditions, optimizing investment portfolios in the emerging market of decentralized
energy resources. SPREAD grows BTB communities by enabling them to take part in

Chain used now

energy transitions, simplifying investment rounds in due diligence transactions and

Ethereum Private Chain,

boosting financial market opportunities with a lean administrative framework based

Hyperledger

on digital ledger and artificial intelligence technology. We accelerate finance due deal
transactions for renewable community-scale projects with blockchain technology,

Chain used previously

aiming at creating dynamic and targeted pools of investors for any project and use

/

AI match-making mechanism to leverage unmet oportunities.

Main Shareholders
Nicolas Payen, Amit Sharma, Pierre-jean Cherret, Yue Yang

Areas of Operation
Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed Generation,
Energy Access, fintech

Product Launch
2018

Projects
200 MW of projects to be financed

Funding
SG grant of $30000

IP
/
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Power Ledger
www.powerledger.io
Perth, Australia; est. 2016
26 employees

Blockchain platform providing a market trading and clearing mechanism for residential and commercial businesses to decide who they sell
their surplus energy to and at what price

Historically, we were supplied electricity by large, centralized power stations, a long
way from where that energy was being consumed. Consumers just got what we were
given, with no control if the power supply was unavailable or the price was too high.
But with the rise of renewable energy resources more consumers are taking control
of their own energy requirements by installing solar panels. Power Ledger facilitates

Chain used now

peer-to-peer energy trading, a new concept whereby renewable energy can be sold

ETH Consortium Chain

between buyers and sellers without a middleman. Power Ledger was created so renewable energy can be low-cost, low-carbon and owned and sold by individuals and

Chain used previously

communities all over the world.

Custom Private Chain

Main Shareholders
Founders

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Grid Management, Energy Access

Product Launch
2016

Projects
B2B: 10

Funding
$34 million

IP
Software in-house, planned to be open sourced in the future
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ReWatt Power
www.rewattpower.com
Calgary, Canada; est. 2015
8 employees

Simplifying the power markets by empowering communities and IPPs
to take control over their power

The future of power is decentralized and operated by non-experts who do not know
how to get the most out of their vendors, and how to get the most money for their
power and derivatives

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Hyperledger

Alex Monegro; Prageet Nibber

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Big Data, Asset Optimization

Product Launch
2017

Projects
Six B2B pilots including one with largest utilities in Alberta, Canada in progress; Two medium sized asset optimization clients

Funding
Bootstrapped and grants - USD$93,000; Current seed round - raised USD $120,000 /
$775,000

IP
None
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Riddle

Code

www.riddleandcode.com
Vienna, Austria; est. 2014
12 employees

Blockchain interface solutions, enabling any physical object with incorruptible integrity, unique digital identity and transactional capability

Our hardware and software stack enables companies to master the challenge of
our digital society such as machine identity, product provenance and supply chain
management.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Chain agnostic

Thomas Fuerstner

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Distributed Generation, Metering, EV Charging, IoT Service

Product Launch
2017

Projects
6

Funding
Undisclosed

IP
/
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SettleMint
www.settlemint.com
Louvain, Belgium; est. 2016
16 employees

Makes it easy to build blockchain applications

We believe that blockchain technology is one of the technologies driving the 4th
industrial revolution. There are many opportunities for enterprises, governments,
NGOs, but there are only 9000 developers worldwide who know about this fascinating technology. Therefore, we strive to bridge that gap with our distributed middleware Mint. Mint is a toolkit, with five functionality clusters that any JavaScript

Chain used now

developer can start using immediately to build a blockchain application.

Agnostic: Bitcoin, Ethereum,
MultiChain, BigChain DB,
Hyperledger, Quorum

Chain used previously
Agnostic: Bitcoin, Ethereum,
MultiChain, BigChain DB,
Hyperledger, Quorum

Main Shareholders
There are three shareholders.

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, IoT Service, Big Data

Product Launch
2016

Projects
15

Funding
Confidential

IP
Licensed software
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Share Charge
www.shareandcharge.com
Essen, Germany; est. 2017
8 employees

Decentralized charging network for seamless and smart charging

No seamless access to charging poles, no integration into power grid and more
solved by an open source charging protocol

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

Founders and Innogy Innovation Hub

network)

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Peer-to-Peer Trading, EV Charging, Demand Response, Grid Management

Chain used previously

Product Launch
2017

Ethereum Public Chain

Projects
500 B2C clients, 5+ projects

Funding
/

IP
GPL v.3
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Slock.it
www.slock.it
Mitweida, Germany; est. 2015
17 employees

Blockchain IoT solutions provider

Slock.it will enable secure interoperable IoT permission management which will lead
to a new way of how humans will interact with machines, as well as how machines
will interact with other machines.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

Undisclosed

network), Ethereum Public Chain,
Ethereum Private Chain, Tendermint

Areas of Operation
News&Research, IoT Service, Energy Access

Product Launch
2017

Chain used previously
Ethereum Public Chain, Ethereum

Projects

Private Chain, Tendermint

Around 10 B2B

Funding
/

IP
/
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SERIS
www.seris.nus.edu.sg/
Singapore; est. 2008
220 employees

Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore - Virtual energy trading

Providing access to sustainable energy to those who want it but cannot directly
access it.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Public Chain

Undisclosed

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, News&Research

Product Launch
2019

Projects
Several (non-blockchain) spinoffs

Funding
Self-funded

IP
Open source
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Spectral
www.spectral.energy
Amsterdam, Netherlands; est. 2015
15 employees

A bockchain-based market platform for managing decentralized
exchange of (renewable) energy and smart energy services

The current top-down, supply-based model which presides in the energy sector was
not designed to cope with increasing deployment of distributed energy resources and
the emergence of new roles, such as prosumers and energy communities. In order
to maximize the value of their local renewable energy sources and behind-the-meter
flexibility, new market players must be empowered to access and actively participate

Chain used now

in organized (energy) markets. Spectral is developing a decentralized market plat-

MultiChain

form that enables direct, automated trading of energy and smart flexibility services
between producers, consumers, and existing market parties, such as network opera-

Chain used previously

tors and balance responsible parties.

/

Main Shareholders
Spectral’s Board and Metabolic (sister company)

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Distributed Generation, Metering,
EV Charging, IoT Service, Demand Response, Grid Management, Energy Access, Big Data

Product Launch
2017

Projects
Approximately 60 projects

Funding
/

IP
Both closed and open source products under development
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Spherity GmbH
www.spherity.com
Berlin, Germany; est. 2017
7 employees

Scalable decentralized platform for the 4th industrial revolution
providing secure identities and digital twins

Spherity is integrating IoT, blockchain and modern cryptography technology to improve connectivity and process efficiency. Our focus is on blockchain for energy,
mobility and supply chain solutions, including renewable energy certificates, renewable energy clearing and settlement, electric vehicle (EV) charging and energy asset
tracking.

Chain used now
BigchainDB

Main Shareholders
Chain used previously

Two founders

/

Areas of Operation
IoT Service, EV Charging

Product Launch
2018

Projects
5

Funding
Self-funded

IP
Open source, Apache License
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SunContract
www.suncontract.org
Ljubljana, Slovenia; est. 2017
10 employees

Energy-trading platform that creates a new business model for buying
and selling electricity, contributing to greater independence when it
comes to energy, finance and mobility

SunContract joins together Independent power producers and consumers. They connect to the decentralized energy market platform through SunContract mobile app.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Ethereum Private Chain

Gregor Novak and Mojca Bajec

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

Ethereum Public Chain

Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading

Product Launch
2018

Projects
Undisclosed

Funding
Token sale finished in 2017

IP
Not open source
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The Sun Exchange, Inc.
www.thesunexchange.com
Delaware, USA & Cape Town, SA; 2015
11 employees

A marketplace for conscious capital to build and accelerate the
global transition to solar energy

Sun Exchange leverages the decentralised and democratic crypto-economy to make
solar power and its economic, social and environmental benefits more accessible
and inclusive. Through the Sun Exchange online platform (www.thesunexchange.
com), anyone with an internet connection can purchase solar photovoltaic cells, and
lease them to businesses, hospitals, schools and other organisations located in the

Chain used now

sunniest regions of the planet. Solar cell owners receive lease rental payments, paid

Ethereum Public Chain, Bitcoin

optionally in fiat or bitcoin, while offtakers enjoy the benefits of affordable clean energy. Sun Exchange offers its members solar power asset ownership opportunities that

Chain used previously

traditionally have only been available to institutional investors. Purchasing solar cells

/

within Sun Exchange projects decentralises solar power plant ownership, ensuring
that the environmental and socioeconomic issues of centralised energy supplies,
inherent in the fossil fuel industries, are not replicated as the world migrates to clean
energy. Sun Exchange is establishing a globally-distributed clean energy virtual transactive smart grid, giving the international community a chance to collectively own its
energy sources, maximising the potential for redistribution of wealth.

Main Shareholders
Kalon Venture Partners, Network Society Ventures, Boost VC, Techstars, Powerhouse

Areas of Operation
Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed Generation,
Energy Access

Product Launch
2016

Projects
4 solar projects operating. 4500 Sun Exchange member accounts

Funding
USD 400,000 SAFE and convertibles; USD 300,000 to date in ICO (ongoing)

IP
/
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The Sun Protocol
Hainburg, Germany; est. 2018
10 employees

Decentralized energy & self-determined prosperity, starting with value,
not money

The problem: darkness and poverty. Our solution: electrification and an energy
backed token, empowering people and creating value, hence economics.

Chain used now

Main Shareholders

Energy Web Chain (Tobalaba test

Sebnem Rusitschka, Torsten Schreiber, Samater Liban

network), Ethereum Public Chain,
Ethereum Private Chain, We will

Areas of Operation

pilot the fitting technology in many

Renewable Energy, Energy Asset Class, Metering, Grid Management, Energy Access, We

villages to understand best fit for

electrify, then create an energy based loyalty system and through this an energy backed

our and villages’ need

value system.

Product Launch
2019

Chain used previously

Projects

/

/

Funding
/

IP
/
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Toblockchain B.V.
www.toblockchain.nl
Hague, Netherlands; est. 2017
11 employees

PowerToShare applications, network and marketplace aiming at
an energy system for sustainable future

TOBLOCKCHAIN is developing PowerToShare with a mission to enable every individual to be part of the energy transition. Today, small producers, consumers and midsize businesses are not part of the energy transition. PowerToShare can be seen in
action at the Green Village (https://tinyurl.com/ybvl9rqq) A home, a hydrogen car, an
office, a solar parking, AC, DC home, DC networks and an energy storage are all part

Chain used now

of this demonstration. The connected systems process energy transactions through

Ethereum public permission

PowerToShare. TOBLOCKCHAIN has a developed number of energy applications for

consortium blockchain

the end user, community, regulators, DSOs, TSOs and ESPs. Technical integration
with smart meters, smart devices and the grid has been achieved.

Chain used previously
Ethereum Public Chain, Hyperledger

Main Shareholders
Undisclosed

Areas of Operation
Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Energy Asset Class, Distributed
Generation, Metering, EV Charging, IoT Service, Energy Access, Regulatory compliance,
Settlement, Consumer Apps, Flexibility

Product Launch
2019

Projects
Two projects in the Netherlands with TSO, DSO, Energy Retailer, Active Consumers, multi-commodity, private micro grid, virtual community and active consumers

Funding
/

IP
/
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UrKraft
Starnberg, Germany; est. 2017
2 employees

A crypto-cooperative for consumers to buy electricity directly from
producers

Old structures dominate power markets. There is a lack of transparency for normal
consumers of electricity. From the electricity suppliers they get unspecific pie-charts
on sources of electricity and little transparency on the whole sale prices. Typically
kWh-prices are constant and independent from time of usage. Changing suppliers
takes several weeks. Often electricity markets are dominated by old large compa-

Chain used now

nies. In Germany the big four control more than 50%. UrKraft has the vision to “Give

Energy Web Chain to be used

people the power over their power” by using blockchain technology. 1. Consumers
get transparency and control by buying electricity directly from power producers of
their choice. 2. Over time users (consumers & producers) can participate more in
the network the more they use it as a kind of crypto-cooperative (Krypto-Genossenschaft).

Chain used previously
/

Main Shareholders
Co-Founders, seeking seed funding

Areas of Operation
Peer-to-Peer Trading

Product Launch
2018/2019

Projects
/

Funding
Seeking seed funding; planning ICO

IP
/
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Verv
www.verv.energy
London, United Kingdom; est. 2010
45 employees

By combining deep learning AI & IoT with blockchain, our peer-to-peer
energy trading platform aims to improve access to affordable, low
carbon energy and incentivise uptake of renewable technologies

With the growing global demand for energy and the ever-increasing impact of traditional production methods on the planet, the world is calling for a smarter and more
flexibly energy system that brings down energy bills, encourages the adoption and
use of renewable energy and puts the power back into the hands of the consumer.
Here at Verv, we’ve created a peer-to-peer energy trading platform that allows con-

Chain used now

sumers with renewable technology and battery storage to sell excess power to their

Ethereum Public Chain,

neighbours at an affordable cost, critically improving access to green energy.

EWF Affiliate

Main Shareholders
Undisclosed

Chain used previously

Areas of Operation

/

Energy Storage, Renewable Energy, Peer-to-Peer Trading, Metering, IoT Service, Demand
Response

Product Launch
/

Projects
/

Funding
ITO pre-sale now open at vlux.io, mainsale beginning on 18 May 2018

IP
/
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Virtual Power Plant
www.vpplant.com
Warsaw, Poland; est. 2013
30 employees

A blockchain platform connecting buildings’ energy systems with EV
chargers

VPPlant has developed innovative technologies for optimization of consumption
electricity or heat in commercial buildings, simultaneously keeping the comfort (temperature, humidity and CO2) for facility occupants. VPPlant manage existing building
automation (BMS) to reduce or shift energy consumption in the form of Negawatts.
With blockchain technology VPPlant services could improve fastest EV charging us-

Chain used now

ing power saved, when modern facilities ventilation (HVAC) is optimised online.

Chain agnostic

Chain used previously

Main Shareholders

Enabler DSR (technology developed

Grzegorz Nowaczewski, VC: Giza Polish Ventures, Private investors: Zbigniew Klonowski

by VPPlant) is blockchain ready –

and others

smart contract oriented

Areas of Operation
EV Charging, IoT Service, Demand Response, Grid Management, Big Data

Product Launch
/

Projects
50 +

Funding
Cash : approx. 1,5 mln EURO; EU grants: approx. 1,85 mln EURO +; ICO under preparation

IP
Software as a service
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